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Abstract

It is becoming increasingly important to manage
databases as a repository resource and to allow application programs to access this resource in a heterogeneous distributed environment. Data requested
by a query are sometimes available in multiple sites
such that the query becomes executable in di erent
ways. Under this circumstance, choosing the best execution plan 1 becomes an important task for optimizing the query execution. Until today, however, query
optimization in multidatabase systems has not been
discussed much in the literature. In this work, we utilize the knowledge of scope relationship of relations in
multidatabases to identify the sites that will return
the same results. Then, we propose a novel way of
optimizing queries which takes advantage of the conicts of schemas in searching for the execution plan
with the least execution cost. We achieve the goal by
rst classifying various schema con icts into di erent types. The costs of executing the same relational
operation on relations of con icting schemas are evaluated and a weight is assigned to each of the cases
to re ect the complexity of executing the operation.
As this method only involves simple iterative computations of the weights and the saving of a query execution time can be dramatic, the method developed
here can be regarded as an e ective way of optimizing
query processing in a multidatabase environment.

1 Introdcution

It is becoming increasingly important to manage
databases as a repository resource and allow applica This work was supported by the National Science Council
under Grand# NSC82-0408-E-006-418
1 By execution plan, we mean a description of relations and
attributes of the databases to be accessed as well as the operations performed on these data in order to obtain the query
result. The details of how to perform an operation and the
schedule of executing the operations, as in traditional sense,
are not the concern of this paper.
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tion programs to access this resource in heterogeneous
distributed environment. A multidatabase system is a
system to meet this goal by providing uniform and integrated access to a distributed collection of existing
databases[ACM90, She90, COM91, REC91, IMS91,
IMS93].
A multidatabase system consists of a number of
participating local database systems. In most cases,
those local database systems store semantically related data. For instance, Figure 1 shows a university
multidatabase system whose participating databases
are from di erent departments, registrar's oce, student union, etc. Each database has some information
about students and teachers. An integrated schema
(IS) that contains all the information of local schemas
is also given in the gure. Note that the global schema
can be integrated by using any existing method. Our
optimization method is not a ected by a di erent IS.
We assume that in this integrated system a global
query is issued against the IS. For simplicity, the
schemas of all databases are represented in relational
notations.
Assume that all students have to register at the
registrar's oce and all registered students are automatically members of the student union. Then, we
can infer that the real-world entities referenced by
tuples in ROD.S Female and ROD.S Male are equivalent to those referenced by SUD.Student. (For convenience, we use DB.R to denote the relation R of
database DB.) In this case, we say that the scopes
of these two relations are equivalent. A similar definition on the scope of a relation can also be found
in [Wha92]. If some faculties of the EE department are also joint faculties of the CS department,
then the scopes of the teacher relations of these two
databases are overlapped. Other relationships are
that, for example, the scope of the CSD:Student relation is contained in the scope of the SUD:Student relation, and contained in the union of ROD:S F emale
and ROD:S Male, and the scope of ROD:Student is
equivalent to the union of the scope of CSD:Student
and the scope of EED:Student (if CSD and EED
are all the departments that the university has). Note

Registrar's Oce Database (ROD)

S Female(s#, name, GPA, address, advisor#)
S Male(s#, name, GPA, address, advisor#)
T Female(t#, name, oce)
T Male(t#, name, oce)

Computer Science Dept. Database (CSD)
Student(s#, name, sex, address, advisor#)
Teacher(t#, name, sex, oce)
Address(t#, street, city, state)

Electrical Engineering Dept. Database (EED)
Student(s#, name, female, male, address, advisor#)
Teacher(t#, name, oce)

Student Union Database (SUD)
Student(s#, name, sex, advisor#)
Address(s#, street, city, state)
Teacher(t#, name, sex, oce)

An Integrated Schema (IS)

Student(s#, name, sex, GPA, street, city, state, advisor#)
Teacher(t#, name, sex, oce, address)
Figure 1 The schemas of databases in a university.
that the global schema can be integrated by using any
existing method. Our optimization method is not affected by a di erent IS.
If the attributes inquired by a query are common
to some databases, then there can be multiple ways
to get the result from the databases. For instance,
a global query is to nd the names and addresses of
all students. Then, the query can be processed in at
least the following manners:
 Get all results from SUD in which a join of
SUD:Student and SUD:Address is required
(i.e., SUD:Student 1 SUD:Address ).
 Get all results from ROD in which a union
of the results of two projection queries is incurred (i.e., (name;addressROD:S Female) [
(name;address ROD:S Male) ).
 Get the union of the result of CSD and the result
of EED (i.e., (name;address CSD:Student)
[(name;address EED:Student)).
If the data are consistent in all databases (that
is, the information of an entity is independent of the
site where the data is stored), the results obtained in
the above cases are the same. The costs of executing
the query based on these execution plans are di erent, however, as indicated by the relational algebraic
expressions in the paratheses of the above execution
plans. The di erence is caused by the representational con icts of the data in these databases. Hence,

choosing one execution plan that incurs the least processing cost becomes an important task of query optimization in such a multidatabase environment. This
task is nontrivial while a query can be processed in
multiple databases and various types of schema conicts exist between these databases.
In the past, only a few papers discussing the optimization of query processing at the physical level
were proposed [Du92, Lu93, Zhu94]. Their goal is
to estimate the processing time for relational operations (mainly join) by guring out the cost model of
a given DBMS. Whether the join is performed by a
hash, a sort-merge, or a nested loop algorithm, and
whether a relation is indexed/clustered are the key
factors considered in their research. Based on the estimated cost models of the participating databases in
a multidatabases environment, the MDBS is able to
determine the most suitable DBMS(s) to process the
query. Comparing to their issues, the optimization issues studied here are at the semantic level. A query is
optimized in our work by considering the schemas of
the databases. The databases whose data representations best match the query in semantics are selected
to process the query. To the best of our knowledge,
there is not a similar work proposed in the literature.
A systematic optimization method needs to be designed to resolve this new problem.
The organization of the extanded abstract is as follows. In Section 2, we classify the types of schema
con icts and describe the principle of our method.
An example is used for illustration. In Section 3, we
brie y conclude the paper.

2 The principle of our method

As demonstrated in the above example, a global query
is translated into di erent forms based on di erent
local schemas. In this section, we rst introduce our
classi cation of the types of schema con icts. This
classi cation is similar to those presented previously
[Kim91, Lit91]. Then, the relationships between the
types of con icts and the query translation are discussed. Based on these discussions, our method is
developed. The types of con icts between databases
are categorized as follows.
 Value-to-Value con icts
These con icts occur when databases use
di erent representations for the same data.
There are three di erent aspects as to the
representations of data: expressions, units,
and precision. Examples of these con icts
are US dollars versus Japanese Yen, a score
of 1 to 100 versus A to E, etc. Since our focus in this paper is to utilize the con icts between the schemas of local databases for the
optimization of query processing, this type
of con icts is not considered in the later optimization process.
 Value-to-Attribute con icts
These con icts occur when the same information is expressed as values in one

database and as an attribute(s) in another
database. For example, the values of the
attribute sex of CSD:Student are represented as attributes (female and male) in
EED:Student. This type of con icts is
called a value-to-attribute con ict.
 Value-to-Table con icts
These con icts occur when the attribute values in one database are expressed as tables
in another database. For example, Figure
1 shows the relation schemas of S Female
and S Male for female and male students,
respectively. The same information is represented as values of sex of other databases.
We refer to this type of con icts as the valueto-table con ict.
 Attribute-to-Attribute con icts
These con icts are caused by using di erent de nitions for the semantically equivalent attributes in di erent databases. For
instance, the address is one attribute in
CSD:Student. It is however represented by
three attributes street, city, and state in
IS:Student. This type of con icts is referred
to as the attribute-to-attribute con ict.
 Attribute-to-Table con icts
These con icts occur if an attribute of a
database is represented as a table in another
database. For example, address is an attribute in CSD:Student. It is however represented as a relation Address in SUD. This
type of con icts is termed the attribute-totable con ict.
 Table-to-Table con icts
These con icts are caused by representing
the information of a set of semantically
equivalent tables in a di erent number of tables in another databases. For example, the
IS:Student has a table-to-table con ict with
the SUD:Student and SUD:Address.
For an instance, a global query issued against the
IS is to retrieve the name(s) of the student(s) who
is a female and lives in the address "#1, Da-Shieh
Road, Tainan, Taiwan". The SQL of the query is as
follows.
select name
from Student
where sex="female"
and street="#1, Da-Shieh Road"
and city="Tainan"
and state="Taiwan"
To process this query in ROD, it is clear that
the selection condition (sex="female") is not needed.
The save of a selection operation is caused by the

value-to-table con ict between the values of sex of the
IS:Student and the tables S Female and S Male of
ROD. In addition to the above di erence, the selection conditions on street, city, and state are also
combined as one condition on address. This change is
caused by the attribute-to-attribute con ict between
the databases. If this operation is performed in SUD,
the selection condition on sex need not be changed as
there is no con ict between the sex of IS.Student and
the sex of SUD.Student. A join is incurred, however,
in the SUD between the Student and the Address
relations. This is due to an attribute-to-table conict between the attributes fstreet; city; stateg of the
IS:Student and the table SUD:Address.
From this discussion, we can envision that the
type of added operations during translating a global
query into a local query is related to the type of
con ict between the integrated schema and the local schema. Not only selections and joins can be
incurred, other operations such as projections and
set operations can also be incurred in other types of
schema con icts. Operations can also be eliminated
during the translation. It usually occurs when the
local schema is expressed in a more "compact" way
than the IS. A detailed study of the types of operations that can be added/removed during query translation has been conducted and the result is reported
in [Lee94, Che94]. It is interesting that each type
of schema con icts results in a change of a speci c
type(s) of operations during the translation [Lee94].
We will illustrate the idea shortly by using some examples. As the schemas of databases are static information (irrelevant to the user query) and their differences can be compared prior to issuing a query,
the site that gives the least execution cost can be
found once the relations and attributes involved in
the query are known. The translations of the global
query into various forms of local queries based on the
local schemas are in fact not needed.
The idea of our method is as follows. For each attribute A of the integrated schema, we use a weight to
represent the extent of diculty of performing in a local database a relational operation on the data corresponding to A. These weights are retained in a weight
table. An example weight table of the databases given
in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. S, P, and J in the
table represent the operations selection, projection,
and join, respectively. For simplicity, the weights of
the other operations are not shown. A weight of 0
in the entry (DBi ; opj ; attrk) indicates that the cost
of performing the operation opj on the data in DBi
corresponding to the attribute attrk of the IS is the
same as performing the operation opj on attrk of IS.
A negative weight indicates that the cost of performing the corresponding local operation(s) in the local
database is higher than the cost of performing the
global operation. The greater the di erence of the
costs, the lower the weight. A positive weight indicates that the operation (opj ) is avoided if the query
is executed in the local database DBi , that is, a saving of an operation execution is obtained. An a/b
(such as 0/-5) in an entry means that either a or b is
chosen. The one to be chosen is determined by the
rule:

Weights
Student

s#
name
sex
GPA
street
city
state
advisor#
Teacher
t#
name
sex
address

S
0
0
+0.5
0
X
X
X
0
0
0
+0.5
X

ROD
P
0
0
0
0
X
X
X
0
0
0
0
X

J
0
0
-10
0
X
X
X
0
0
0
-10
X

CSD
S
P
J
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
X 0/-5 0/-5

S
0
0
0
X
X
X
X
0
0
0
X
X

EED
P
0
0
0
X
X
X
X
0
0
0
X
X

J
0
0
-5
X
X
X
X
0
0
0
X
X

SUD
S
P
J
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
X
X
X
0/-5 0/-5 0/-5
0/-5 0/-5 0/-5
0/-5 0/-5 0/-5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
X
X
X

Figure 2 A weight table for Figure 1.

If the queried attributes that are from the

same global relation belong to the same local relation in a certain local database,
then a is chosen if the query is executed in
this local database;
otherwise (the queried attributes are dispersed in two local relations), b is chosen.
Note that in this particular example a is always 0. It
may be a di erent value in other cases. As the cost of
executing a join (as well as a set) operation is greater
than that of executing a selection (and projection)
operation, we assume that the absolute weight of incurring/avoiding a join operation is larger than that
of a selection operation. For illustration purpose, we
simply assign 0.5 to a selection (projection) operation, and 5 to a join (set) operation. An exact value
of the weight is dependent on factors such as processing strategies (hash join, sort-merge join, nested-loop
join, etc.) for each relational operation of a DBMS.
Since it is an issue independent of our concern in this
extended abstract, the discussion is omitted here.
We use some examples to illustrate how the weights
in the table are obtained.

Example 1

First, we see that the entry at (ROD; S; sex) is 0.5.
The reason is explained as follows. In a value-to-table
con ict, a selection query such as
select name
from Student
where sex = 'female'
is translated to the following query if it is to be executed in ROD:
select name
from S Female

Since a selection is avoided while executing the query
in ROD, the weight is assigned to be +0.5.

Example 2

The entry at (ROD; J; sex) is -10. Let us use another
example to explain the reason. A join query as follows
select Student.name, Teacher.name
from Student, Teacher
where Student.sex=Teacher.sex
is issued against the IS. To process the query in
ROD whose student and teacher tables have a valueto-table con ict with the sex attribute of the IS, the
query is translated to
select S Female.name, T Female.name
from S Female, T Female

union
select S Male.name, T Male.name
from S Male, T Male

Note that there are two relations shown in the select
clause without having a where clause. This indicates
that a cross product is performed on the two relations.
As the translated query involves two cross product
operations and a union operation (totally three set
operations versus one join operation in the original
global query), the weight at this entry is assigned to
be -5*2=-10.

Example 3

In this example, we see how the weight 0/-5 is assigned to the entry (CSD; P; address). Assume that
a global query is as follows.
select address
from Teacher

If it is to be executed in CSD, it is translated to
select street, city, state
from Address
As the projections in these two queries are both on
one relation, the complexities of executing these two
queries are about the same. Hence, the weight in this
case is 0.
On the other hand, if a global query is as follows,
select name, address
from Teacher
then in order to be executed in CSD it is translated
to
select name, street, city, state
from Teacher, Address
where Teacher.t#=Address.t#.
In this case, an additional join must be involved (because the queried attributes belonging to the same
global relation are from two local relations of the
CSD). Hence, the weight is -5. In summary, the
weight at the entry (CSD; P; address) is 0/-5.
The weights in the other entries can be derived
similarly based on the above discussion. An 'X' in
the weight table indicates that either a weight is not
applicable to that entry (because of a lack of the attribute in the local database, for example), or the operation is not executable for the data corresponding
to the indicated attribute of the indicatetd database.
For instance, as GPA is not an attribute of the student relation in CSD, EED, and SUD, the entries
for those databases on the row GPA are 'X'. As for
the 'X' in the entries of the rows street, city, and
state at the S, P, and J columns of the ROD, CSD,
and EED databases, respectively, is because the attribute address of those databases has an attributeto-attribute con ict with the street, city, and state
of IS. Such a con ict causes the operations S, P, and
J on these attributes (e.g., select city="New York")
unable to be executed on address in ROD, CSD,
and EED as DBMSs do not have the intelligence to
recognize whether a string, such as "New York", in
an address string is a city, a state, or even a street
name. (If some DBMSs do have the capability, then
the weight in the weight table should be adjusted accordingly.)
The total weight of executing a global query in a local database is the sum of the weights of the attributes
invovled in the global query. If multiple databases are
involved in a global query, the total weight is the sum
of the weights corresponding to all subqueries of the
global query. Based on the weights, the optimization
of global query processing at the schema level is formulated as follows.
Given the schemas of all databases and a
global query, the query could be executed in
multiple ways; each of the ways will return

the equivalent result. Assume that  represents the set of execution plans to execute the query and e is one of them (i.e.,
e 2  ). The set of databases involved in
the execution plan e is DBe . The global
query is issued against the integrated schema
(IS ) and relations R1 ; : ::; Rr of IS are accessed. Within a relation Ri, the attributes
attr1; : : :; attra are accessed. The operation performed on Ri:attrj is opi;j . Assume
that the weight of performing in the k-th
database, dbk , the operation translated from
opi;j on Ri:attrj of IS (i.e., the value at
the entry (dbk ; opi:j ; Ri;attr )) is denoted as
!Rdb :attr ;op . Our target is to nd e 2 
such that
i

j

0

k

i

j

i;j

Weight(e ) = max
e 

X X X !Rdb :attr ;op

0

8 2

k

dbk2DBe 8Ri 8attrj

i

j

i;j

8

where W eight() denotes the total weight of
an execution plan.

This optimization process indicates that the plan
causing the maximum total weight is chosen as the
query execution plan. This plan is guaranteed to use
the least number of costly relational operations. As
the weights can be obtained by looking up the weight
table, this optimization process only requires simple
iterative computations. The cost is therefore insignificant comparing to that of executing a global query.

3 Conclusions
In a multidatabases environment, the techniques required for processing a query is quite di erent from
those in a single database system. However, these
issues have not attracted much attention from researchers in the past. In this work, we presented
the idea of utilizing the information of heterogeneity
among databases for query query optimization. We
rst presented in this extanded abstract the issues by
using a university databases example. The priciple of
our method is then introduced. Our basic idea is rst
to analyze the di erences between the local schemas
and the integrated schema (IS). Based on these differences, we assign weights to the entries in the weight
table. When a global query is issued, we can optimize
the query by computing the total weights of each execution plan. The plan that incurs the maximum total
weight will be chosen as the optimal execution plan.
Currently, we are developing a complete algorithm
which considers the e ect of all types of schema conicts and all operations for optimizing global queries.
A more accurate weight assignment policy that considers other factors such as the join algorithms and
their costs is also under design. The nished work
will be used as a module in a multidatabase query
compiler developed in our laboratory.
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